
Never Say 350 

The official film Twitter account first uploaded a legal notice, targeting several high-profile users and 

troll armies that were perpetuating negativity. Then, a comprehensive behind-the-scenes video was 

released. 

Director Fowler was quick to retweet and comment. 

“That actress was holding back our project. I was forced to resort to enlisting someone else right on the 

spot, and I haven’t even finalized the group’s compensation. Where are these rumors of Miss Moore’s 

financial backing coming from?” 

Still simmering, Director Fowler didn’t stop there, making further implications in subsequent comments. 

“That actress demanded more scenes but didn’t get them, then offered a lackluster performance. After 

the crew’s failed attempts at correction, she abandoned the set, forcing a loss of funding and leaving me 

to seek past investors for new support.” 

“Martina Reed’s role was minimal. It didn’t require perpetual script study, yet it’s impactful. I’m grateful 

Miss Moore agreed to step in. 

She’s the Martina I envisioned.” 

Under Director Fowler’s ardent backing, the tone of subsequent comments shifted dramatically. 

And many Twitter users went wild after watching the behind-the-scenes video. 

“Wow, paparazzi often reveal stars losing it, but seeing the crew expose it is next level. Kudos to 

Director Fowler!” 

“Eulalia’s tweet looked like a virtuous victim card, claiming the crew excluded her. Turns out, she was 

the diva on set disrupting everything!” 

“Her angry face is a far cry from the persona she usually displays on Twitter. What a change of 

character!” 

Angela’s Library 

“I’ve misjudged Miss Moore. It’s sad how she faces criticism every time she trends, despite her good 

intentions. How unfortunate.” 

Within less than thirty minutes, troll comments were drowned out by a wave of spectator reactions. 

Sitting in a lounge, Eulalia scanned the comments and lost her cool. 

“What’s happening? Why are members of their team backing a nobody against me? Has Mr. Nolan 

returned my call yet Her agent, who was also handling PR, replied, “Nolan can’t be reached at the 

moment. I’ll get some influencers to vouch for you, generate some public support. Stay off Twitter for 

now.” 

“I get it, I get it! So annoying!” 



With a look of impatience, Eulalia said, “She’s just a nobody. Hire some internet trolls to sabotage her 

Twitter, then distract with other topics. Haven’t we done this with lesser-known celebrities before?” 

The agent rolled her eyes, though only inwardly. If only it were that simple! 

After sending out her revised tweet, Hannah noticed another sensational headline in the entertainment 

news. 

Pierson also tweeted, “It was my birthday that day. Invited some close friends to the set. Never thought 

I’d be helping the director, much less causing trouble for my friend. Apologies to my friend.” 

Hannah was mentioned in this too. 

The tide of internet opinion seemed to strongly favor Hannah now, overshadowing the initial ridicule 

aimed at her. 

Bryson even tweeted directly. 

 


